
Read the words.

Set 1 (9 words) Set 2 (20 words) Set 3 (20 words) Set 4 (20 words) Set 5 (20 words)

snail certain tail maize waiting

train straight rail jailed brainy

rain paint paid failure prepaid

exclaimed wait jail maintain complaint

pain raise bait raising drainage

explain main trail sustain monorail

complain sail aid traitor faithfully

waiting claim frail dainty daintily

again gain praise waiter remainder

9 words so far faith bail curtain remaining

fail saint raisin container

against brain restrain retraining

contain waist aimless aimlessly

remain drain fountain maintenance

captain faint detained praiseworthy

detail stain refrain uncomplaining

afraid chain waitress sustainable

mountain strain saintly disdainfully

bargain slain trainers obtainable

nail Spain claiming unobtainable

29 words so far 49 words so far 69 words so far 89 words so far

Read the limerick then draw the picture.

Poor Snail Train was stuck in the rain
And exclaimed to himself, “What a pain!

I will need to explain
Before people complain

About waiting around once again!”

Brilliant! You are off!

Well 
done!
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You have pulled your fast water kayaks high up into the 
Andes Mountains of Peru, arriving at the source of the 
Apurimac River, the longest tributary of the River Amazon. 
It is just a puddle of water! You paddle the first section of 
740 km, beginning with tiny ankle-deep creeks that turn into 
canyons 3 km deep and only 90 m wide! When there are 
very dangerous rapids, you need to carry your kayaks around 
them. The terrifying Acobamba Abyss is one of the most 
dangerous whitewater stretches in the world.

By Sara 

Snail Train
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Practise writing.

Build your word power.

up to 39
Sparkling

40–49
Glowing

50–59
Burning

60–69
Sizzling

70+
Red hot!
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